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We are Fris
FRIS WEDDING FILMS:

A unique, innovative and, above all, fresh look at wedding

films and photography.

The highest quality at an affordable price.

The young and innovative approach of our team meant that

we didn't have to brainstorm for a long time about a name.

'Fris' was born!

Because we don't like extras here and extras there, we have

set up our All-In formulas so that our couples can consult our

prices easily, clearly and transparently. Without having to look

whether everything is indeed inclusive. So completely 'fris'!

Only a limited range of options is available. 

Of course all your personal wishes are invaluable and we

would love to hear them!

Our formulas have been put together with the utmost care, so

that you receive everything you could wish for.

A tailormade package to fit all your wedding film/photo

needs.



From the first moment we meet our couples, we try to build

a bond that goes beyond the customer. We think it's super

important to get to know you personally. Together we

ensure that you are completely relaxed with our Fris team in

your area. This is how we portray your most beautiful day in

the most sincere and natural way. Casual and pure.

WWW.FRISWEDDINGFILMS.COM 03

Our mission
OUR COUPLESOUR COUPLES
ARE THE BESTARE THE BEST
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match?Do WE

You are looking for a video and/or photographer who enjoys casual,

spontaneous moments.

Our wedding films and photos are just right for you!

 Our style is sincere, romantic and authentic

You don't like hassle? Yes: Neither do we!

A relaxed approach that puts you completely at ease.

You want an unforgettable experience that you can cherish forever!

Do you recognize
yourself in this?read on quickly!
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How we roll

01. Inquiry + FIRST
CONTACT

 

You can contact us via our website or our contact form. We will

answer your request as soon as possible and immediately check

our availability.

03. PREPS

We like good administration and contact with our

couples. We will contact you in time before your big day

to go over all the details and draw up a day planner: 

Clear and Fris

02. Let's meet!

We like a real personal contact. That is why we

always invite our couples for a personal introductory

meeting. Here you can see whether we are really THE

partner for you. You decide after this conversation :)

05. DELivery

Our quality is very important to us. That's why we

don't 'quickly' finish your wedding film and photos to

go 'on to the next'. We put a lot of time into our

post-processing to deliver a beautiful product within

12 weeks after the wedding day.

04. The big day

Thanks to our clear and good communication

before the big day, we arrive fully prepared on your

wedding day and we know exactly what to do.
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YOUR WISHES ARE PRICELESS

Each Fris Wedding Film is completely tailored to our couples. 

Do you have a particular style or preference?

Fris will make it happen!

TRAVELING COSTS

Our travel costs in Belgium are already included in all our formulas. So

no hassle with calculating km's and reimbursements.

HIGH QUALITY SOUND RECORDINGS

We love working with personal vows, speeches or other audio fragments

in our films. This makes each film unique and tells a personal and unique

story. That's why we don't charge extra costs for the recordings :) 

All-Inclusive!

Good to know
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Sweet words
If there is one thing we do not regret for a second, it

is that we chose Fris for our wedding day.
 

Fris represents an incredibly fantastic team who are
just like friends and family, complete your day with

enthusiasm and are part of the whole.
 

 It is so nice to review the photos and film afterwards.
Personally, I think the wedding film is a real must-

have in addition to the photos. The opportunity to see
each other shine again,

 
 family and friends to relive their reactions, the

lasting memory of our ceremony and statement.. And
what is most important now.. A fresh memory for life!

 
We are so grateful to them!

Shana & Lorenzo
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Sweet words
If there's one thing you should invest in at your

wedding, it's a Fris Wedding Film!
 

 It really is an incredibly beautiful, phenomenal,
breathtaking and moving memento! We got ourselves

on our big day completely
 unexpectedly seeing a preview in the evening at the

evening party, this was already incredible,
as well as the reactions of our guests!

 
When we got our full 2   months later, we were

really blown away! It takes you all the way back to
the most beautiful day of your life, so beautifully

captured with the right music!
 These men know what they are doing and always

put you at ease. They just fit in perfectly with all
the friends and family at the party!

 Thanks!

Elise & Tom
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Sweet words
The gift of capturing the magic of a beautiful day.

Every time we are in the atmosphere of our most
beautiful day.

 Rob and Bart were subtly present all day and saw
the most beautiful moment to capture!

 
All this brought together in a beautiful wedding film!

 
THANK YOU for this wonderful memory.

Anyone who marries without FRIS is wrong ...

Karolien & Pascal



INCLUDED IN ALL
FORMULAS

Travel costs in BE

Personal USB gift box

Professional audio recordings

Our unique approach

Lifetime login to our customer portal

Fris follow-up and planning
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PACKAGES & Prices



WILLOW
SMALL

2 professionele videografen

8u videografie

Trouwfilm 4-7 minuten

Verplaatsing België incl.

USB Gift box

Persoonlijke login

klantenportaal

 

WILLOW
LARGE

2 professional videographers

16 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 minutes

Drone footage included

Personal online login

€2.450
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WILLOW
MEDIUM

2 professional videographers

12 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Drone footage included

Personal online login

€2.250

bestseller!

WILLOW

WILLOW
SMALL

2 professional videographers

9 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Personal online login

€1.950

VIDEO

Not satisfied? Check out our options on pages 15 and 16

ALL PRICES IN THIS BROCHURE ARE EXCLUSIVE 6% VAT



WILLOW
SMALL

2 professionele videografen

8u videografie

Trouwfilm 4-7 minuten

Verplaatsing België incl.

USB Gift box

Persoonlijke login

klantenportaal

 

MAPLE
LARGE

2 professional videographers

16 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 minutes

Full 360° ceremony film

Drone footage included

Personal online login

 

€2.700
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MAPLE
MEDIUM

2 professional videographers

12 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Full 360° ceremony film

Drone footage included

Personal online login

 

€2.500

bestseller!

MAPLE

MAPLE
SMALL

2 professional videographers

9 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Full 360° ceremony film

Personal online login

 

€2.300

WILLOW + Full 360° Ceremony film

VIDEO

Not satisfied? Check out our options on pages 15 and 16

ALL PRICES IN THIS BROCHURE ARE EXCLUSIVE 6% VAT



CLOVER
LARGE

2 professional videographers

16 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 minutes

documentary film 10-20 min

Drone footage included

Personal online login

€3.050
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CLOVER
MEDIUM

2 professional videographers

12 hours of videography

Wedding film 4-7 min

documentary film 10-20 min

Drone footage included

Personal online login

€2.850

bestseller!

CLOVER
WILLOW + DOCU FILM EDIT (10-20min) film extra 

VIDEO

Not satisfied? Check out our options on pages 15 and 16

ALL PRICES IN THIS BROCHURE ARE EXCLUSIVE 6% VAT
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OAK
MEDIUM

2 professional videographers

1 professional photographer

A minimum of 450 photos

Photos without watermark

12 hours of videography

12 hours of  photography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Drone footage included

Personal online login

€3.400

OAK
INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER

VIDEO +
PHOTO

OAK
SMALL

2 professional videographers

1 professional photographer

A minimum of 450 photos

Photos without watermark

9 hours of videography

9 hours ofphotography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Personal online login

€3.000

OAK
LARGE

2 professional videographers

1 professional photographer

A minimum of 450 photos

Photos without watermark

16 hours of videography

16 hours of  photography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Drone footage included

Personal online login

€3.700

bestseller!

ALL PRICES IN THIS BROCHURE ARE EXCLUSIVE 6% VAT
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ACACIA
VIDEO +
PHOTO

INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER

ACACIA
MEDIUM

2 professional videographers

1 professional photographer

A minimum of 450 photos

Photos without watermark

12 hours ofvideography

12 hours of photography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Full 360° Ceremony movie

Doc edit film (10 - 20 min)

Drone footage included

3 usb gift boxes

Personal online login

€4.750

bestseller!
ACACIA

LARGE

2 professional videographers

1 professional photographer

A minimum of 450 photos

Photos without watermark

16 hours ofvideography

16 hours of photography

Wedding film 4-7 min

Full 360° Ceremony movie

Doc edit film (10 - 20 min)

Drone footage included

3 usb gift boxes

Personal online login

 

€5.000

ALL PRICES IN THIS BROCHURE ARE EXCLUSIVE 6% VAT
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DESTINATION WEDDING

Planning to get married abroad? We totally understand!
Crazy about our wedding film and photos but scared that
it is 'priceless' to take us (wherever you go)?

All our formulas also apply to our destination wedding.
(only our travel and accommodation are added)

Please feel free to contact us and we will be happy to
look at all the possibilities and we will surprise you with
our 'destination formulas'.
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Extra gift box

Would you like to thank your parents, witnesses, friends in an original

way? Give them a personalized USB gift box with your wedding film and

any wedding photos on it.

DRONE video footage

Drone images give an extra beautiful look at your most beautiful day.

A unique and luxurious angle!

Optional with all "Small" formulas.
Subject to weather conditions and location (legal)

Extra options

FOMO EDIT - RAW VIDEO FOOTAGE

How nice is it to go through all our footage one more time?

We offer the possibility to go through the many video images again in a

unique Fomo edit. This is a unique montage of all raw footage in one

montage.

€250

€400

€35
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DOCU EDIT FILM

A longer film (10 to 20 minutes) with even more of the most beautiful

images and moments of your unforgettable day.

Truly a must-have for our couples who just can't get enough of their day

(and a bit of our images/sound)

FULL 360° CEREMONY FILM

Would you like to relive the entire ceremony and hear what everyone

said during this ceremony? Then the 360° ceremony film is for you. The

entire ceremony is filmed with a 360° camera in 4K resolution. 

You can move the image freely and look where you want. Fris right?

Extra options

FRIS SAME DAY EDIT

Already have a teaser ready for the evening party? That's impossible?!

Anyway! Fris ensures that you get to see a beautiful video teaser of the

day itself during the evening party (max. 2 min).

Surprise yourself and blow everyone away!
Ps: Handkerchiefs to provide yourself

€360

€400

€ 800



We don't like sales pitches

"A FRIS WEDDING FILM  SPEAKS MORE THAN A THOUSAND WORDS"

We would rather let our work speak for itself than praise ourselves for

our work. We like the 'feet on the ground' approach.

Our couples and our work are our very best advertisement.

YOUNG, FRis crew

Team FRIS is not just a team of video and photographers.

We are a spontaneous, loose and above all professional gang that will

make you feel completely at ease on your big day.

Invisible, subtle and a little (sometimes West Flemish) humor make us, if

we are to believe our couples:

"a wonderful added value on the guest list"

UNFORCEED ATMOSPHERE and STYLE

Don't you also like overposed and 'too made' videos + photos?

Thank GOD! We neither!

We prefer to capture your most beautiful day in a natural, casual and

above all fris way. 

You enjoy each other with friends and family; we do the rest!

19

FrisWhy pick 



vragenVeelgestelde
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Are there differences in the wedding films?

Regardless of which formula you choose, you will always enjoy our fresh

quality. For us, every wedding film/photo is unique and we put the same

amount of time into every production/post-processing, regardless of

which formula you chose.

Your personal wishes are priceless, so together with your input / wishes

we make a unique wedding film / photos tailored to each couple.

DO WE HAVE TO PAY EVERYTHING IN ADVANCE?

No! You pay an advance of 400 euros (that's all).

You pay the rest only (at the latest) 10 days after the wedding.

Easy right?

How soon should we book?

To be sure of a place in our agenda, we strongly recommend that you

contact us at least 12 to 14 months in advance.

CAN WE BOOK ONLY PHOTOGRAPHY?

Unfortunately we do not offer photography without videography.

Our formulas are made based on the combination.

Only videography is of course possible.



 
All prices are exclusive of VAT and subject to errors
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Team FRIS is ready to answer all your questions and wishes. 

An exploratory and completely non-binding introductory meeting is

completely free and gives our potential couples the opportunity to get

to know our working method and approach.

This is also the ideal time to ask your first questions and wishes.

FROM FRIS WITH LOVE

info@frisweddingfilms.com

We can't wait to talk!

@frisweddingfilms

(0032) (0) 473.66.23.85


